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Iraq Resurgence In The Shiite
As Iraq’s Shiite militias expand their reach, concerns about an ISIS revival grow. ... fostering local
resentments that could fuel a resurgence of support for the extremist group. ...
As Iraq’s Shiite militias expand their reach, concerns ...
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IRAQ - Resurgence In The Shiite World - Part 8 - Jordan ...
Iraq is more dangerous than it was just a year ago, after a surge in bombings, assassinations and
violence by Shi'ite militias, according to a report released today.
Iraq is MORE dangerous now amid resurgence in violence by ...
IRAQ - Resurgence In The Shiite World - Part 8. IRAQ - Resurgence In The Shiite World - Part 8 - Iran
& The Jaafari Factors. IRAQ - Preparing For The Elections.
IRAQ - Resurgence In The Shiite World - Part 8 - The ...
They're back, on street corners in places Sunnis had thought were safe again: the Shiite militiamen
who drove them from their homes in a bloody campaign that brought Iraq to the brink of civil war.
Iraq's Sunnis fear election could spark resurgence of ...
Engaging the minority Sunnis, who have dominated Iraqi politics for eight decades but now fear a
Shiite clerical resurgence, is vital for national stability. Several politicians have warned that if the
Sunnis are sidelined, a Lebanese-style sectarian quota system for government posts could push
Iraq towards civil war.
Shiite resurgence fuels concerns of civil war - Democratic ...
For the Kurds, ISIS’s invasion of Mosul had created a power vacuum, which they used to seize oilrich territory and to try to renegotiate the boundaries of Kurdistan within Iraq. Shiite ...
Iraq’s Post-ISIS Campaign of Revenge | The New Yorker
Basra and Iraq's southern Shiite heartland were spared from the Islamic State group, which seized
much of northern and western Iraq in 2014. But as Iraq has struggled to combat the group, security
forces have increasingly been redeployed from the south, leaving a security vacuum that has been
filled by unruly militias and criminal gangs.
As Iraq fights Islamic State, violence rises in Shiite ...
Iraq is all too familiar with the dangers of this strategy. Nouri Maliki, a Shiite Muslim who served as
Iraq’s prime minister from 2006 to 2014, used it against Islamic State. At the time, the group was
operating clandestinely, forging links in rural areas with Sunni leaders sympathetic to its cause,
attempting to lay the groundwork for a ...
Iraq’s new war against Islamic State: Halting the group’s ...
Volunteers flock to defend Baghdad. As Iraq spirals into chaos, Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki is now
relying on the militias, which once carried out hundreds of attacks on U.S. soldiers, to help him cling
to power. The lines between Shiite militias and the Iraqi armed forces have been increasingly
blurred since the withdrawal of U.S. troops in 2011.
Iraqi army increasingly bolstered by Shiite militias as ...
BAGHDAD — Iraq's large and well-armed Shiite militias are now running many of the Sunni areas
they helped liberate from the Islamic State, fostering local resentments that could fuel a ...
Iraq's Shiite militias expand their reach, stoking ...
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Top News from Foreign Policy. In majority Sunni Syria, an Alawite minority with distant roots in
Shiism ruled. In Iraq and Bahrain, minority Sunni Arabs lorded over the majority Shiites. This
sectarian domination of power was a vestige of colonialism, which lived on through secular
nationalist states.
The War for Islam – Foreign Policy
What is more, Nuri al-Maliki, the Shia prime minister who eventually emerged, has governed Iraq
disastrously. Fearful of a Sunni resurgence and of challenges to his own power, he strangled the ...
Sunni Rebellion In Iraq - Business Insider
Sunni Militants' Resurgence in Iraq (Stratfor) Print. LinkedIn. Twitter. Facebook. Mail. The Shiitedominated Iraqi state has weakened to the point where Tehran will have to depend on Shiite
militias to protect its interests across the Iraqi border. When Iran's Shiite proxies consolidated
control over Iraq after the U.S. invasion, Tehran took ...
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